Energy deposition in iron pentacarbonyl ions undergoing surface-induced dissociation in a Fourier transform mass spectrometer.
Internal energy deposition into iron pentacarbonyl positive ions undergoing surface-induced dissociation (SID) in a Fourier transform mass spectrometer is estimated from the abundances and known critical energies of the product fragment ions. A narrow energy distribution, comparable to that reported in earlier BQ and tandem quadrupole SID studies of the same compound, is observed. As judged by the ratio of fragment ions to incident parent ions observed, SID of iron pentacarbonyl in the 3 T Fourier transform mass spectrometer is more efficient, but results in lower conversion of laboratory to internal energy. This may be a result of the more shallow collision incidence angle employed in the Fourier transform mass spectrometer measurements (a few degrees), which contrasts with the 32-60° collision angles used in the earlier BQ and tandem quadrupole mass spectrometry studies. Collision-induced dissociation with He under single collision conditions is also reported, Not unexpectedly, conversion of kinetic to internal energy was lower than found in a previous Fourier transform mass spectrometer study of the iron pentacarbonyl cation employing argon as collision gas under multiple collision conditions.